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NAME _____________________________________________  DATE  __________________  CLASS  ____________

World War I

DIRECTIONS: Multiple Choice Indicate the answer choice that best answers the question.

________ 6. Whose assassination sparked World War I?

A. Woodrow Wilson C. Franz Ferdinand

B. Vladimir Lenin D. Gavrilo Princip

________ 7. Which three countries made up the Triple Alliance?

A. Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy

B. Germany, Austria, and Great Britain

C. Russia, Austria-Hungary, and Italy

D. Germany, Hungary, and France

________ 8. Which three countries made up the Triple Entente?

A. Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Russia

B. France, Austria-Hungary, and Great Britain

C. Great Britain, Russia, and France

D. Great Britain, France, and Italy

________ 9. Which battle made it clear that neither side could win World War I quickly 
or easily?

A. Battle of the Somme C. Battle of the Marne

B. Battle of Paris D. Battle of Verdun

_______ 10. Which new weapon or strategy did the Germans use against Allied troops 
beginning in April 1915?

A. airplane attacks C. U-boat attacks

B. trench warfare D. poison gas

DIRECTIONS: Matching Match each item with the correct statement below.

________ 1. had the world’s largest and strongest 
navy during World War I

________ 2. defense agreements among nations

________ 3. celebration of military ideals

________ 4. an understanding among nations

________ 5. prevents a single nation from 
dominating the others

A. alliance system

B. entente

C. Great Britain

D. balance of power

E. militarism
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